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ok guys i am having a problem with my ps3 i am
really annoyed so i was hoping i could get some help
from you guys about this problem. i got my download
complete then my ps3 crashed. i am on the xmb i got
install but when i do i get a error message. the error

message is this "access to the system is denied"
what can i do? i bought this game a few weeks ago
and it was great until on the 20th february (when it
should have came out) the game started crashing
after i installed the updates. then my ps3 wouldn't

start up again. this happened twice and was driving
me mad so i turned it off then turned it back on and it

was working again but it wouldnt save my game
when i start it. then i realised that i had to download

the updates again so i did and it started crashing
again. this happens three times and now i cant even

play online. i cant believe that ea would do this to
people and they are doing it to a lot of people. it is a
real shame that this game is so buggy and so difficult
to download. it crashes so much and it takes about 2
hours for it to download before you can even play it.
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it is not worth spending the money on. i played for
two days and then it broke. it is just not worth it. i
couldnt play nfs1 or 2. my mouse just didnt work. i

couldnt figure out why. i dont think i used the
keyboard much, either. i did play the original nfs and
used my keyboard. i know its a windows issue. i have

a new dell deskto with a wireless mouse and
keyboard. it worked fine on win7. i just switched to

winxp so i could play nfs1 and 2. i also tried
uninstalling the mouse driver and rebooting, but that

didnt work. help???
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i found a solution to the problem of missing audio for
some people, and the issue of a crackling noise. i
can't guarantee this is a bug fix, but i'll attempt to

explain why this worked. 1) i have a nvidia gpu, and i
had no audio issues running nfs: the run on my

laptop. i was running the game in 1080p with 120fps,
and also had the audio turned on. this is a method

that might work on your computer. 2) then i started
to enable directx audio debugging. this will enable

sound effects, as well as allowing you to see all of the
audio-related settings, such as latency, volume,

balance, etc. for the most part, this will help you get
a better grasp on why you are having problems. this

is a long shot, but try enabling the "directx audio
debugging" in the "directx settings" tab, and then run

the game. you should now have a better
understanding of what is going on. good luck! if this
works, please let us know. thank you. after i played
this game, i've found that i got an error about the

directx 10.1 api not being supported. so i've tried to
search for an answer online, and i've found that i

needed to install directx 10.1 on my pc. i've tried to
install it before, but i've never done it, and i've never
installed directx 10.1 on my pc before. the steps for
the install are very simple, but it might take you a

little bit of time to do. if you encounter any problems
installing the directx 10.1, then you might need to
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get it from this link: once you've installed the directx
10.1, then you need to reinstall the game. once it's
reinstalled, then try to play it again. have fun. good

luck! 5ec8ef588b
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